
Sudden Gains and unexpected Prosperity in Astrology

In today's world, most of the people wish to earn a lot of wealth and prosperity in their
life, for fulfilment of their desires. Sometimes they choose risky steps to gain sudden
benefits and prosperity.

Lottery,  shares,  gambling,  speculation  are  risky  methods  employed for  sudden gains.
While hidden treasures and unexpected inheritance also accounts for sudden prosperity
and richness of the native.

Factors responsible for sudden and expected gains in astrology

 2nd house: income, inflow of finances, Self earned wealth, worldly possessions

 4th house: comforts, parental inheritance, assets, land, vehicles

 5th house: sudden gain, lottery, gambling, speculations etc.

 7th house: business travels

 8th house: shares, hidden transactions, other people's money, dowry of wife, gain
from in laws, finances through unfair means, inheritance

 9th house: easy gains, fate

 11th house: accumulated wealth, fluctuating money gains

 Sun: sudden gains from royal or govt. sources.

 Moon: gains from liquid or glazy types of things, gains from abroad.

 Mars: Sudden  prosperity  from  engineering,  publications,  police,  landed
properties agriculture, accounts, investment in medicines

 Mercury: sudden gains from intellects or creative nature of mankind

 Jupiter: gains from saints or bank men, rules banking shares, money, gold and
other precious saleable items like diamonds and precious gems

 Venus: sudden gains from music, cinema, vehicles medicines, literary activities,
scented items

 Saturn: Sudden money
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 Rahu: trigger the unexpected events in the life, sudden gains from evil sources,
fluctuating gains

Different combinations for sudden prosperity 

 Sudden  and  unexpected  gains  are  noticed  whenever  2nd,  7th  and  11th  lords
posited in ascendant and aspected by Jupiter.

 For gains in lotteries, speculations or for any sudden unexpected gains 2nd, 5th,
8th,  11th  houses  and their  lords  should  be  interrelated.  Well-placed and well-
aspected

 For financial status and gains, ascendant, 2nd, 9th and 11th houses and their lords
should be considered.

 Strength of 5th house and 5th lord connected with the above is required for gains
in gambling, speculation, races, lotteries, contracts, etc.

 Strength of 8th house and 8th lord connected with the above is required for gain
in dowry, inheritance, wills, adoption, awards, prizes, secret wealth etc.

 Consideration of 4th, 7th and 10th houses is needed to judge the source and type
of gains.

 Inauspicious  houses  and  planets  placed  in  them  are  consider  for  gains  and
accumulation in life (3/6/10/11th are inauspicious houses).

Different modes responsible for sudden gain in life:

Lottery and Gambling

 Strength of 5th house /lord is the important significator of gains in lotteries and
gambling.

 The other significator houses for lottery gains and gambling are 2nd, 6th, 8th and
11th.

 Moon is posited in 5th house and aspected by Venus, indicates sudden gain from
lottery.

 The 6th house/lord has an important role in gambling. If the 6th and 11th lords are
together  occupying  11th  house,  the  native  wins  in  lottery  and gambling.  The
combination of the strong 6th and 11th lords is always good for gambling and
lottery.
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 The 6th and 9th lords combine in 11th house, the native owns enormous money
through lottery or gambling.

 Favourable  combination  of  Saturn  and  Rahu favours  gambling  especially  in
indoor games.

 The lords of 6th and 11th and Saturn are in the 11th house, the native wins in dice
game or  cards  through  underhand  tricks  and by  puzzling  or  mesmerizing  his
opponents.

 Mercury being 5th lord occupying 6th house causes loss in speculations. If the 5th
lord Venus is in the 12th house with 6th lord the native will lose in gambling
being addicted to the same. If there are many malefic planets placed in 12th house
the native should not invest money in gambling or lottery as he will always lose.

 The Lords of 5th and 2nd house exchange places.

 Mercury in 11th house in own sign conjoined with 6th lord.

 Mars, Venus, Saturn and Rahu conjoined in Virgo.

 All planets occupying 2th/6th/8th/12th signs.

 The lord of 5th and 11th conjoined in 5th house with a node [Rahu/Ketu].

 2nd and 11th lords conjoining in 5th with benefice aspects

 Jupiter alone in 5th or 8th in exaltation or own house is able to give sudden,
unexpected gains.

 The Ascendant /5th/8th/11th lords placed in the same houses.

 The 5th and 8th lords exchange signs, and the lord of ascendant is in good aspect
with either of the two.

 2nd lord in the 5th, 5th lord in 11th, 11th lord in 2nd house (or 2nd/5th/11th lords
conjoined in 2nd).

 The lords of 5th and 11th houses exchange houses.

 The lords of ascendant, 2nd and 5th are related or conjoined.

 The lords of ascendant, 5th and 9th conjoined.

 The Ascendant is strong and 2/5/8/11th lords in exaltation.
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 The benefices planets occupy 5th and 8th houses.

Underground or hidden treasures beneath or buried in the soil

 Lord of ascendant is placed in 2nd house, Lord of 2nd is placed in 11th house and
lord of 11th is posited in ascendant, the native will get sudden enormous hidden
treasures in his life.

 Lords of 2nd and 4th are posited in 9th house, with a benefice.

 Lords of 11th and 2nd placed in 4th house, with a benefice.

 Lord of 11th is placed in 4th house, combines with a benefice.

Shares and speculations 

 The Moon, Mercury and 6th lord in 11th house indicates money through share
market.

 Lords of 6th and 11th combine in 12th house indicates loss in speculation.

 Ascendant's lord, Moon, Sun and are being in benefice aspects

 The Moon-Mars combine in 2nd, 5th, 8th or 11th house.

 The Jupiter in 2nd, the Mercury in 5th and the Moon in 11th house respectively.

Unexpected inheritance 

 The Moon,  4th /2nd/5th  houses/lords  are  related,  indicates  sudden inheritance
from mother.

 Lords of 2nd and 4th combine in ascendant indicates sudden gain from mother.

 The lords of 2nd and 8th lords are related, gives unexpected gains.

 Leo ascendant with 12th lord in 8th house gives the formation of Vipareeta Raja
yoga which results in unexpected enormous wealth gain.

Unless and until one person is having ready money or hard cash with him, he cannot have
a sound plan for maintenance in normal routine life. 

With a light touch of astrology, it may be pointed out that the financial problems can be
detected and solved with proper planetary calculations. 

Factors responsible for financial status of a native: 
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 2nd house:  indicates accumulated property,  collection of precious items,  bank
deposit, costly things, treasury, acquisition, bond 

 5th house: lottery, share, level of fate, wealth through spouse  

 9th house: fate, knowledge, wide fame, mental inclination 

 11th house: gain, income, fulfilment of desires, ornaments, personality, charitable
fund, sales, success in all undertakings. 

 Jupiter: significator of wealth/knowledge, gold, treasury  

 Venus: significator of worldly pleasure and comforts, vehicles, precious stones,
ornaments   

 Moon: mental tendencies, imagination power, business related to fluids.

 

Some general combinations for good financial status: 

 

 Ascendant: 

 Wealth or prosperity is predicted if there is a relation between lord of ascendant
with lords/houses of 1st/4th/5th/9th/10th/11th house.   

 A planet placed in ascendant or establishes relationship with Ascendant or its lord
acts as instrumental of the wealth. 

 Lord of ascendant posited in friendly signs/auspicious houses. 

 Lord of ascendant is associated with lords of quadrant or trine.   

 Lords of  ascendant,  2nd,  and 11th house placed together  in any house except
6th/8th/12th house.  

 Ascendant  is  strong  and  the  lord  of  9th  is  placed  in  own  sign/exaltation
sign/quadrant/trine indicates enormous wealth. 

 Abundant  immovable  property  is  indicated  if  lords  of  ascendant  and  4th  are
together. 

 Lord of  ascendant  is  present  in 2nd house ,and lord of 2nd is  placed in  11th
house. 
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2nd house gives hints of quantity/accumulation of wealth 

 Lord of the 2nd house is a benefice planet. 

 Jupiter/Venus posited in 2nd house 

 Jupiter and Mars combined in 2nd house. 

 Lords of 2nd and 11th houses exchange signs 

 Lords of 2nd and 8th house exchange signs. 

 Lords of 2nd/11th house placed in their own house or in quadrant. 

 Lord of 2nd is placed in 2nd/10th house, the person becomes very rich. 

 Lord of 7th house is placed in quadrant/trine from the lord of ascendant. 

 Lord  of  8th  house  is  strong and placed in  2nd/11th  house,  having aspects  of
benefice planets indicate enormous property coming through gifts.  

 

5th house represent wealth from share, lottery, gambling etc 

 Rahu/Ketu placed in quadrant and associated with lords of 5th/9th house, is an
agent to make a person very wealthy. 

 Mercury  placed  in  5th  house  in  its  own  sign,  and  Moon,  Mars  and  Jupiter
combined in 11th house, makes the person very rich. 

 Jupiter is placed in 5th house in its own sign, and Mercury is posited in 11th
house.  

 Saturn placed in 5th house in its own sign and, Sun and Moon placed in 11th
house. 

 Mercury placed in 5th house in its own sign and Moon and Mars/ Jupiter posited
in 11th house. 

 Sun is placed in 5th house in its own sign and Saturn, Moon/Jupiter placed in 11th
house. 
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11th house indicates source of wealth   

 Planet/s in 11th house or aspects to lord of the 11th, or aspect of the strongest
planet in the horoscope is/are the cause of income/gain/success. 

 Planets  like  Rahu/Saturn  and  Mars  posited  in  11th  house  provides  enormous
prosperity. 

 More  than  one  planet  in  the  11th  house  indicates  more  than  one  source  of
income. 

 Relation between 9th and 10th houses indicates prosperity/wealth.

 

 Jupiter:   

 In Aquarius ascendant, the Jupiter being the lord of 2nd and 11th houses gives
enormous wealth and prosperity to the native.  

 Jupiter in 11th house makes the native prosperous.  

 Jupiter being the lord of 9th house, posited in 8th house. 

 Jupiter and Moon combined in Cancer sign/2nd/4th/5th/9th/11th house.

 

Venus: 

 Venus in 12th house makes the person very rich and prosperous. 

 Sun in ascendant and Venus in 12th house, gives enormous wealth. 

 Venus in 12th house combines with the lord of 12th house.

 If 5th house is having Venus sign, Venus is placed in its own sign and Mars is
posited in 11th house. 

 Venus  is  posited  in  ascendants  in  its  own  sign  aspected/associated  with
Saturn/Mercury 

 

Moon:  
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 Moon joins with Mars, indicates enormous wealth earned through malefic means. 

 Moon  is  placed  in  ascendant  in  its  own  sign,  aspected/associated  with
Jupiter/Mercury. 

 Moon present in 5th house in its own sign, Saturn is placed in 11th house.

 

 Some Power full wealth-prosperity yoga: 

 

Raj yoga: 

Strong  lord  of  ascendant  is  placed  in  quadrant/trine.  Indicates  the  person  should  be
wealthy and prosperous. 

Laxmi yoga: 

Lord of 9th house is in its own/exaltation sign or in quadrant is associated by powerful
ascendant's lord. Indicates the native will be very rich, head of a state or a ruler. 

Gaj kesari yoga: 

Jupiter  is  in  its  own/exaltation sign and placed quadrant/trine to Moon.  Indicates  the
native will possess worldly facilities, good landed properties and conveyance etc. 

Vipareeta raj yoga: 

Lords of 6th/8th/12th posited in 6th/8th/12th houses, or any two or any one houses. The
person will be wealthy and prosperous. 

Dhan yoga: 

If  position of lords of 2nd, 4th,  5th 11th,  Moon and Jupiter  are  sound,  benefice and
strong, the native will be wealthy and never have shortage of money 

Nichabhanga raj yoga: 

If a planet is in its debilitated sign and lord of that sign is in its own /exaltation sign, and
placed in quadrant/trine from ascendant or Moon, the person will be able to enjoy all
good things and luxuries in the life.

 Some yoga causes happiness, prosperity, wealth and status to the native they are
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 Mahabhag yoga: 

Born in day—when in a males horoscope ascendant, Moon and Sun are in odd signs and
in female ascendant /Moon and Sun are in even sign.

Born during night—in a male horoscope ascendant, Moon and Sun falls in even signs and
in female case they fall in odd signs.

Under such circumstances the Mahabhag yoga will be formed.

The native born in this yoga will be considered as very fortunate and may get success,
status, wealth without much effort. 

 Adhiyoga: 

Benefice  planets like  Jupiter,  Venusand  Mercury  are  paced  6th/7th/8th  house  from
ascendant/Moon. They may be in all three houses or one each in these houses or two in
any three houses or any one in any three houses will constitute Adhiyoga.

The native will be equivalent to king, land lord, high officer, famous and full of pleasure
and comforts. 

 Panch mahapurush yoga: 

This  yoga  is  formed  due  to  strong  and  elevated  positions  of  Mars,  Jupiter,  Venus,
Mercury and Saturn. 

Ruchak yoga:  

Mars is in its own/exalted sign and posited in quadrant.

The native will be wealthy, brave, equivalent to king military officer, has an excellent
physique. 

Bhadra yoga: 

Mercury in its  own/exalted sign and posited in quadrant.

The native will be soft spoken, wealthy, and merchant of precious stones and a business
magnetic. 

Hans  yoga: Jupiter in  owns  /exaltation  sign  in  a  quadrant.  The  native  will  be  very
famous, politician, minister, reputed judge, and owner of enormous property. 
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Mahalavya yoga: Venus in its own /exaltation sign in quadrant. The native will become
a  famous  and  wealthy  poet,  actor, musician  and  having  all  facilities  of  luxury  and
conveyance. 

Shash yoga: Saturn in its own/exalted sign present in a quadrant. The native will be wise,
administrator, king and of secretary level. 

 Avatar or Anshvatar yoga: Ascendant in a movable sign and Venus, Jupiter, and
Saturn are in exaltation and being posited in quadrant. The native will this yoga
will be high ranking officer, land lord, renowned in several fields of knowledge. 

 Amla yoga: A benefice planet is placed 10th from the Moon. The native will be
happy and prosperous throughout life.  

 Kalandhi yoga: Jupiter  posited in  2nd/5th house and aspected by Mercury or
Jupiter is associated with Mercury and Venus. The native will have all types of
worldly  pleasures  and  comforts  and  a  great  politician  favoured  by
king/government.

  Kesari yoga: Moon and Jupiter are quadrant to each other. The native will be
rich, gazetted officer and happy. 

 Gaj-kesari yoga: Jupiter is in its own/exaltation sign and posited quadrant to the
Moon. The native will be extremely prosperous, having good landed properties,
conveyance and worldly pleasures. 

 Kshem yoga: Lords  of  ascendant,  8th,  9th,  and 10th  houses  are  in  their  own
signs. The native will be long lived, happy, rich and helpful in nature. 

 Chaturmukhi yoga: Jupiter is quadrant to lord of 9th house, Venus is quadrant to
the  lord  of  11th  house and lords  of  ascendant  and 10th  houses  are  placed in
quadrant. The native will live up to 100 years, very rich, experts in many fields,
always victorious. 

 Jaya yoga: Lord  of  6th  house  is  in  debilitation  and lord  of  10th  house  is  in
exaltation.   Always get success in undertakings, full of worldly pleasures, with
long life span. 

 Dwaj  yoga: All  the  benefice  planets  placed  in  ascendant  and  all  the  malefic
planets placed in 8th house. The native will live like a king, famous landlord,
good administrator. 

 Parijat yoga: The lord of that house in which the lord of ascendant is posited is in
its own/exaltation sign. The native will be very attractive, kind hearted; the life
will improve after middle age, very rich. 
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 Madan yoga: Lord of 10 combined with Venus and the lord of 11th is place in
11th house. The native will become minister, secretary and lead a peaceful life. 

 Laxmi yoga: Lord of 9th is in exaltation sign/own sign/quadrant and related to
the powerful ascendant's lord. The native will be very rich, head of the state, like a
king/administrator and very famous. 

 Marud yoga: Jupiter is posited trine from Venus, Moon is placed 5th from the
Jupiter and Sun is quadrant to the Moon. The native will be very proficient in
business activities, progressive, good orator and live like a king. 

 Shiv yoga: Lord of 5thin 9th house, lord of 9th is in 10th house and lord of 10th
in  5th  house.The  native  will  be  a  very  prominent  religious  leader,  chief  of
police/military, very rich and famous. 

 Shrinath yoga: Lord of 7th is in 10th house and exalted 10th lord is associated
with lord of 9th house. The native will be prosperous, rich and always happy. 

 Bhup  yoga: Lord  of  5th/9th  from  the  lord  of  navamsa  of  Rahu  is  in  its
own/exalted sign and aspected by Mars. The native will be victorious and chief of
military and be very wealthy and happy. 

 Samraj yoga: Lord of navamsa of 9th lord is associated with Jupiter and placed
in  2nd  house  and  the  Jupiter  is  lord  of  2nd/5th  house.  The  native  will  be
equivalent to king, highly placed, very wealthy and head of famous an institute. 

 Veshi yoga: Planet/s other than Moon is placed in 2nd from the Sun. The native
will be an influential business magnet, very knowledgeable and famous. 

 Vasi yoga: Planet/s other than Moon is placed 12th from the Sun. The native will
be courageous, excellent orator and skilful in wealth collection. 

 Vipareet raj yoga: Lords of 6th/8th/12 hoses are posited in 6th/8th/12th house or
any two houses or any one of the house. The person will be loge lived, influential
and charming personality wealthy and prosperous. 

 Malika yoga:  A planet is posited continuously in each consecutive house. This is
a very powerful wealth yoga the person will raise in his life up to the horizon and
become very influential, powerful may get highest post and become very rich. 

 Matsya  yoga: Cruel/malefic  plant/s  placed  in  ascendant  and  9th  house;  cruel
planets in 4th and 8th house; benefice and malefic planets in 5th house. The native
will be religious minded, wealthy and a good astrologer. 
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 Kusum yoga: Sun is in 10th house, weak Moon is in 5th/9th house, and Venus is
in fixed sign in a quadrant. The native will receive every opportunity to enjoy
worldly pleasures, very famous. 

 Samundra yoga: Planets  placed in  2nd,  4th,  6th,  8th,  10th,  12th houses.  The
native will like a king, very rich and famous, knowledgeable and philanthropist. 

 Chamar yoga:  Lord of ascendant is in exaltation and aspected by Jupiter/two
benefice  planets  presenting in  ascendant/7th/10th  house.  The person will  be  a
renowned scholar, orator, having royal favour and a long life. 

 Chakra  yoga: The  planets  are  in  ascendant,  3rd,  5th,  7th,  9th  and  11th
houses.The native will be brave and wealthy. 

 Nichabhanga raj yoga: If  a  planet in its  debilitated sign and the lord of that
debilitated sign is in its own/exaltation sign and placed in a quadrant/trine from
the ascendant/Moon than the debilitated qualities of that planet gets cancelled. A
very good raj-yoga will be formed.The person will able to enjoy all luxuries and
comforts of the life. 

Factors responsible for medical profession: 

 Ascendant: general physical and mental aptitude and inclination

 5th/9th house/ lords: represent intelligence , basic and higher education

 6th house: indicates diseases

 8th house: indicates longetivity, life span and death 

 10th house: occupation

 11th house: gain and income 

 Sun: significator of medicine

 Moon: significator of drugs and herbs, medicines obtained from herbs

 Mars: denotes surgery

 Jupiter and Mercury: denotes specialization

 Saturn and Rahu: indicates lingering and incurable diseases, suffering of life and
related to medical profession.

Different combination for medical profession 
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 Sun/Saturn/Rahu related to 5th/9th/10th/ house  or their lords

 6th/8th house/lords related to 5th /10th house/lords in any way 

 Jupiter is related to 5th/10th house/lord

 Mars or any malefic planet is related to 5th/10th house/lords

 6th lord is posited in 9th/5th/11th 

 11th lord is posited in 6th house

 Rahu/Sun/Saturn related to ascendant/2nd/5th/10th house/lords

 Sun and Mars in 10th, the native will be a good surgeon

 Venus and Jupiter in 6th/12th ,the native  will opts for medical profession

 Mercury and Sun posited in 4th place from ascendant / Jupiter or placed 8th from
Moon the native will become a qualified doctor, if this combination happens to be
in cancer ascendant, he will achieve fame in this field.

 Combination for Specialization in medical field 

 Sun,  Mercury and Venus in  1st/2nd/6th/10th/11th house:  indicates the field of
dentistry

 Sun, Mars and Venus in 1st/2ed/6th/10th/11th house: eye specialist  

 Mars, Venus and Saturn related to 6th/10th house: skin specialist

 Ketu [dragon tail] related to 10th house: homeopathic doctor

 Sun/Mars/Ketu posited in 2nd/5th/10th house: homeopathic profession

Significance of sign of 10th house for specialized doctor's profession

 Aries: dentistry and surgery

 Taurus: physician, chemist

 Gemini: medical research and physician

 Cancer: gynaecologist and nursing

 Leo: heart specialist
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 Virgo: general medicine and chemist

 Libra: gynaecologist, lab technician and pathologist

 Scorpio: general medicine, dentist, orthopaedic and surgeon

 Sagittarius: x-ray, ultra sound specialist

 Capricorn: physician

 Aquarians: neurologist, naturopathy and medical tools  

 Pisceans: physician, nursing and surgery

Profession plays a major role in an individual life. Nowadays everybody is concerned
about having a right career and career growth. By astrological consultation the native can
decide on a rewarding profession, desired results and inner satisfaction. Symptoms of a
future career are seen in the native's horoscope.

Factors responsible for engineering profession

 Mars---related  to  courage,  energy,  arms,  tools  industries,  electricity,  thermal
power, engineering

 Saturn---related  to  labour,  iron  and steel  industries,  care  and  maintenance  of
machinery, industrial research, deep knowledge

 Ascendant---governing the native capability, interaction, vitality

 2nd house---status and accumulated wealth

 3rd house---learning, initiative and communication

 5th house---intellect and speculative gains

 6th house---financial stability and debts

 7th house---partnership and foreign tours

 8th house---gains and obstacles

 9th house---fortunes and short journeys

 10th house--- profession

 11th house---income and gains
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 12th house---losses and relation with foreign land

 Different Combinations for Engineering Profession

 Saturn posited in ascendant in Mars sign [Aries or Scorpio] aspect the 10th house,
gives engineering profession

 Mars  posited  in  ascendant  in  Saturn  sign  [Capricorn  or  Aquarius]  denotes
engineering profession

 5th/10th house/lord influenced by Saturn/Mars

 3rd lord combines with Mars, and aspect by Saturn

 Saturn is 9th lord and Mars is 11th lord related to each other

 Saturn and Mars exchange each other sign, combine, or aspect each other

 Sun and Moon in ascendant and Saturn and Mars in 10th house

 In Aries ascendant Saturn in 4th house and Mars in 10th house

 Saturn and Mars in Leo ascendant, and Jupiter in 4th hose

 3rd lord and 7th lord combine in Virgo ascendant, aspect by Saturn and Mars

actors Responsible For Insanity/Lunacy in Astrology

 Ascendant: general mental and physical abilities of the person

  4th house: represent human mind

  5th house: stands for mental capacity and extra -ordinary brilliance

  6th house: denotes sickness

  Moon: significator of mind

  Mercury: mental brilliance and intelligence

  Sun: mental brilliance, inner illumination

  Saturn: obstruction to body metabolism and function of organs

  Rahu/Ketu: significator of obsessive and compulsive disorder
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Different Combination for Lunacy or Insanity

 Heavy affliction to Moon and Mercury are the definite sign of lunacy 

  Moon and Mercury should be in a quadrant aspected or conjoined with a malefic
planet and a malefic planet in 5th/8th, the native may have the fits of epilepsy

  Moon/Mercury with the lords of ascendant and 8th house

  Saturn and waning Moon posited in 12th

  Saturn in ascendant and Mars posited in 9th/5th/7th house

  Jupiter in ascendant and Mars in 7th, indicate lunatic behaviour

  Moon  is  with  a  malefic  and  Rahu is  posited  in  5th/8th/12th,  sure  sign  of
aggressive mental disorder

  Mercury joins Mars in 6th

  The Moon is combined with Saturn/Ketu

  In Pisces/Virgo ascendant conjunction of Saturn and Rahu in the first degree of
Virgo induces lunacy in the person.

  Mars powerfully aspecting or in conjunction with Mercury in the 6th/8th house

  Mutable signs [Gemini; Virgo; Sagittarius] in an angle/trine and heavily afflicted

Urogenital is a term used for the urinary and genital organs. Urology is the branch of
medicine  concerned  with  the  urinary  tract  in  both  genders  and  the  genital  tract  or
reproductive  system  in  the  male.  Urologists  are  physicians  who  specialize  in  the
diagnosis  and  treatment  of  conditions  related  to  the  urinary  tract  and  the  male
reproductive organs.

The Urogenital disorders may include many diseases like kidney incompetence or failure,
urinary  tract  infections,  kidney  stones,  prostate  enlargement,  and  bladder  control
problems.  The  problems  in  the  urogenital  system  may  be  caused  by  genetic
abnormalities, aging, illness, injury, pollution etc.

Astrological prediction of urogenital disorders in the native's life is possible by carefully
analysing his horoscope

Factors responsible for urogenital disorders 

 Moon/4th house: genito and urinary derangements, testicles
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 Mars: inflammation, infections

 Mercury: genito urinary problems

 Jupiter: degeneration, diabetes

 Venus: suppression of urine, venereal complaints

 Saturn/Rahu: obstruction to the metabolism process, chronicle diseases

 Sign Virgo/6th house: venereal diseases

 Sign Libra/7th house: nephritis, renal troubles, calculi, and uriters

 Sign Scorpio/8th house: bladder, testicles

Different combinations for urogenital disorders

 Venus posited in 6th/8th/12th or associated with the lord of 6th creates genital
problems

 Lords of ascendant and 6th associated with Mercury and Rahu, genital disorders
are indicated

 Venus, Saturn and Mars placed in 7th

 Venus in 7th aspected by Saturn and Mars

 Lord of ascendant is posited in 6th and the 6th lord is associated with Mercury,
possibility of having urological problems

 Lord  of  6th,  Mercury  and  Rahu  posited  in  ascendant,  creates  problem  in
urogenital organs

 Lord  of  6th  and  Mars  placed  together  without  having  the  influence  of  any
benefice planet causes genital problems

 Moon is in water sign [Cancer, Scorpio, Pisces], and lord of the Moon sign is
placed in 6th and aspected by Mercury / any other planet, of water sign, creates
urological problems.

 Lords of 4th and 7th posited in 6th/8th/12th

 Lords of 4th and 7th placed in inimical signs and aspected by malefic

 Lord of 3rd, Mercury and Mars placed in ascendant
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 Lord of 6th/7th associated with lord of 12th and aspected by Saturn, indicates
urogenital disorders

 Lord  of  3rd,  Mercury,  Mars  and  Saturn  placed  on  ascendant,  renal  calculi  is
possible

Some children grow up with fathers who are actively and positively involved in their
lives. These fathers love their children, protect them, praise them, spend quality time with
them, play with them, teach them, and help them in dealing the life struggles.

On the other hand, some unfortunate children grow up without the compassionate love
and care of their father because of their early and untimely death.

Significator of father in astrology

 Sun  is the significator of father

 9th house/lord stands for father

 4th/10th house/lord indicates longevity of father.

 Saturn is a natural significator of death

Sun

 Sun is badly afflicted /debilitated /hammed by malefic, indicates severe setback or
early death of the father.

 Sun is posited in 5th /9th in a cruel sign indicates early death of the father.

 Sun and Saturn placed in 12th and Weak/waning Moon posited in 7th; early death
of the father is indicated.

 Mars and Sun placed together and aspected by Saturn indicates father will expire
within one year of native's birth.

 Sun  and  Rahu  posited  eighth  from  the  lord  of  9th  house  without  having
associated/aspected by a benefice indicates early loss of the father.

 Sun in 7th, Mars in 10th and Rahu in 12th longevity of father remain in doubt.

 Malefic planets placed in 4th/ 6th/8th house from the ascendant/Sun indicate early
loss of the father.

 10th house from the Ascendant /Sun is heavily afflicted indicates early death of
the father.
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 Weak Sun in 5th indicates severe problems faced by father.

 Sun is placed in 9th along with a malefic planet and the birth of the native is in the
opening Mahadasa [major period] of the Sun, the father will die early.

9th house /lord

 Rahu placed in 9th, aspected by Sun/Mars/Saturn father will die within few weeks
of native's birth.

 Ketu placed in  4th/5th/9th  house,  indicated  death  of  father  from an incurable
disease.

 Rahu is posited in 9th house, associated with an exalted planet, and the native
born in the Mahadasa [major period] of that exalted planet, the early death of the
father is possible.

 Placement of lord of 9th and Rahu is 6th/8th from each other, and the native born
in the opening Mahadasa of Rahu/lord of 9th indicates early death of the father.

 Rahu/Ketu placed in 9th house and the native was born in the opening Mahadasa
of Rahu/Ketu, early loss of father is possible.

 Lord of 9th is posited in 9th along with Rahu and the native was born in the
opening Mahadasa of Rahu, father will expire early.

4th/10th house

 10th house from the Ascendant /Sun is heavily afflicted indicates early death of
father

 Malefic planets placed in 4th/10th/12th indicated early death of both parent.

 Mars placed in 10th in an inimical sign, early loss of father is possible.

Saturn

 Saturn and Rahu placed in 12th and weak/waning Moon posited in 7th without
having the aspect of any benefice.

 Saturn posited in ascendant, Mars in 7th and Moon in 6th, father will expire early.

The posthumous child [born after the death of the father]

 Rahu, Saturn and the Mars placed together in any house, native will born after the
death of the father.
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 Birth in day-time and the Sun is aspected by the Mars or the birth is in night-time
and the Venus is being aspected by the Mars, indicates death of father before the
native's birth.

 Sun and Venus  posited  in  moveable  signs  and aspected/associated  with  Mars,
native will born after the death of the father.

 Birth in day-time and the Saturn and Mars placed together in a moveable sign, the
father will die in a foreign land before the birth of the native.

 Rahu, Venus and the Saturn placed together in 2nd house; father will die before
the birth of the native.

Missed abortion is termed as pregnancy loss before 20 weeks of pregnancy. The natural
death of a foetus before normal delivery is considered to be an abortion. Two or more
successive abortions are known as repeated or recurrent abortions. It is a nature's way of
terminating something that was not likely to result in normal pregnancy.

Genetic,  hormonal  imbalance,  defective  reproductive  anatomic,  infection,  social-
economical-psychological factors are responsible for missed and recurrent abortions.

By analysing one's horoscope astrology can predict the cause and tendency of abortions
of a woman

Factors Responsible For Abortions 

 Ascendant: general vitality

 5th house: progeny

 6th house: loss of progeny, acute diseases

 8th house: death, sex organs

 Sign  Libra/Scorpio: private's  parts,  reproductive  organs,  chronic  incurable
diseases.

 Moon: Brest,  womb,  blood,  glandular  system,  tumours,  female  reproductive
organs

 Jupiter: significator of progeny, arterial system

 Venus: ovaries,  venereal  complaints,  typhoid,  diseases  of  generative  organs,
diabetes, hormonal disorder
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 Saturn: obstruction, acids, chronicity, incurability, glandular diseases, depression,
injuries sustain from the fall.

 Mars: bleeding,  inflammation  in  body,  blood pressure,  haemoglobin,  injuries,
accidents  blood  loss,  haemorrhage,  infection  and  contagious  diseases,
hemorrhoids, diseases of uterus, miscarriages and abortions.

 Rahu: indicator of disputes and poverty in life, contagious diseases, undiagnostic
diseases, intoxication, worries, phobia, psychological disorder.

 Ketu: injuries, accidents, fevers, infections, mysterious diseases, surgery.

 Different Combination for Missed and Recurrent Abortions 

 Mars and Rahu are the prominent  factors  responsible  for abortions and major
blood loss.

 5th house/lord afflicted badly with Mars and Rahu denotes abortions by genetic
abnormality,  injuries,  acute  fevers,  viscosity  [thickening]  of  blood,  incurable
diseases [like thalassemia, severe infection, psychological disorder etc.].

 Venus aspected or afflicted by Saturn denotes blocked fallopian tubes hence there
may be chance of tubal pregnancy resulting in abortion. There may be chance of
venereal disease, hormonal imbalance, diabetes etc. causing miscarriage.

 5th  lord  is  afflicted/debilitated/set/in  inauspicious  house/hammed between two
malefic/affected by nodes indicates loss of progeny.

 5th lord debilitated and posited in 6th or 8th house indicate pregnancy losses.

 5th house/lord are weak and afflicted by Ketu [dragon tail] denotes more than
three abortions.

 Moon afflicted by Saturn indicate uterus fibroids, impurity of blood responsible
for abortions.

 Malefic affliction to Libra/Scorpio indicated diseases in private generative parts
may cause abortions.

 Significator for progeny Jupiter is badly afflicted [especially by node or by Mars]
indicate issues loss.

The planetary position in a horoscope indicates the nature of disease one would suffer
from. Ascendant/lord represents the general build-up and strength of the physical body
while the 6th house/lord represents sickness. The lords of ascendant and 6th house are
related in any way is the sure sign of sickness or mental/physical sufferings. 
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Lords of ascendant and 6th and a planet combined in any house

 Lords of ascendant and 6th combined with Sun in a house, indicates possibility of
high fever.

 Lords of ascendant and 6th and Moon join a house; the native may suffer from
cholera, dropsy, cold, etc.

 Lords of ascendant and 6th combined with Mars in a house, indicates chickenpox,
measles, abscess, injury in a war.

 Lords  of  ascendant  and  6th  join  Mercury  in  a  house,  indicates  bile  related
problems, wind, gastric, digestive system related problems, vomiting etc.

 Lords  of  ascendant  and  6th  combined  with  Jupiter,  indicates  absence  of  the
disease.

 Lords of ascendant and 6th combined with Venus indicates diseases related to
fertility and sex related problems.

 Lords  of  ascendant  and  6th  join  with  Saturn,  indicates  wind  complaints,
constipation, gout, asthma etc.

 Lords of ascendant and 6th combined with Rahu/Ketu, indicates head problems,
fear of robbery and imprisonment, sudden and undiagnostic diseases. 

Lord of 6th posited in ascendant with a planet

 Lord of 6th combined with Mercury in ascendant, indicates venereal diseases.

 Lord of 6th combined with Saturn in ascendant, indicates possibility of surgery of
reproductive organs.

 Lord  of  6th  join  Mars  in  ascendant,  indicates  boils,  abscess,  blood  related
problems.

 Mars related to 6th house/lord indicates possibility of minor/major surgery.

 Jupiter related to 6th house/lord indicates early recovery from the disease.

 Venus related to 6th house/lord indicates diet related problems.

 Saturn is related to 6th house/lord indicates stomach-ache and gastric troubles.

 Lord  of  6th  combined  with  a  malefic  in  ascendant,  indicates  formation  of
abscess. 
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Lord of ascendant combined with a planet in 6th/8th/12th house

 Lord of  ascendant  combined with  Sun in  6th/8th/12th  house,  indicates  glands
formation due to excess heat.

 Lord of ascendant combined with Moon in 6th/8th/12th, indicates gland formation
due to fluid retention.

 Lord  of  ascendant  combined  with  Mars  in  6th/8th/12th,  indicates  gout,  boils,
abscess, weapon injury etc.

 Lord of ascendant join Mercury in 6th/8th/12th indicates bile complaints.

 Lord  of  ascendant  posited  with  Jupiter  in  6th/8th/12th,  indicates  mucous
formation.

 Lord of ascendant combined with Venus in 6th/8th/12th, indicates tuberculosis.

 Lord of ascendant join Saturn/Rahu/Ketu in 6th/8th/12th, indicates problems from
thieves and robbers 

Some general combinations: 

 Saturn and Mars are in trine to each other, indicates wind complaints.

 Saturn posited in 4th, aspected by malefic indicates injury and fear from fire.

 A sanyasi is a person who dedicates his entire life towards spiritual pursuits; he develops
a  state  of  dispassion  and  detachment  from  material  life.  He  renounces  all  worldly
thoughts and desires, and spends the rest of his life in spiritual contemplation. 

Unique combination for sanyas- yoga: 

 More than four planets posited in a same house.

 One of them is strong.

 The strong planet should not be set.

 The strong planet should not be defeated in house-war.

 The defeated strong planet should not be aspected by any other planet.

 One of the planets is being the lord of 10th house.
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 The type of sanyas, dependents on the strength of the significator planet present in the in
the horoscope. 

When there are four or more powerful planets combined in a house, the person born with
such a combination will become any one of the 7 types of sanyasi depending on which of
those planets forming the yoga is most powerful 

 Sun: as the significator of sanyas makes a person "Vanyasana" or a sanyasi who
survives by eating roots and bulbs

 Moon:  produces "Vriddha" or "kapalik" [one who moves with human skull in
hands]

 Mars: makes a person "Sakya" the saffron clad sanyasi. Like Buddhist monk. 

 Jupiter: Jupiter gives birth to "Bhikshu" the ordinary sanyasi who survives by
Bhiksha alone. The sanyasi is very learned and has knowledge of many sacred
texts.

 Venus: Venus produces "Charaka" or a sanyasi who travelled many places. He
develops many psychic powers for material gains.

 Mercury: Mercury produces "Aajivika" a sanyasi who is a very good orator and
who earns live hood by snakes charming, mesmerism, hypnotism, he may be also
a good tantric.

 Saturn: the native may be "Nirgranth" or naked monk performing very difficult
ritual and ceremonies to, please the God

Different Types of Yoga/Dosha Formed By Rahu

In astrology Rahu and Ketu  are  not  regarded as  substantial  heavenly bodies  with an
observable body, shape or mass like other seven planets. They are described as shadow
planets by Indian astrologers. Westerners have named them dragon's head [Rahu] and
dragon's tail [Ketu].

Though Rahu is considered as a malefic planet by astrologers, it is capable of producing
the results caused by the combination of the sign lord, star lord and sub lord.

Certain position/association of Rahu produces specific yoga's and dosha in the horoscope,
creating a pattern of specific predictive events in one's life. 

Kaalsarp-dosha: 
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All  the  seven  planets  are  posited  between  Rahu  and  Ketu  axis.  This  yoga  creates
obstacles, hindrance and difficulty in native's life.  It yoga makes a person industrious,
hardworking, aware of one's own ability- despite mental restlessness. 

It raises the natives to top positions in their respective fields provided of course other
auspicious Yoga's are also present in the chart. 

The natives may get betrayed by trusted friends and even relatives. 

Grahan or Eclipse yoga:

This yoga formed when the luminaries Sun/Moon combined with Rahu. This yoga creates
unstable mentality, phobias, psychosis in the native. Sun with Rahu indicates difficulty
through Government officials, litigation and loss of profession and prestige. Moon and
Rahu combination induces worry, anxiety and inferiority complex in the native.  

Angarak yoga:

Mars and Rahu combined in a house. Difference with owns brother is indicated. Create
anger, jealousy, and hatred in the native besides excess of body heat.

This yoga gives a burning personality with angry disposition. Such people speak blunt,
killing truth right on the face. The native may act brutal, ruthless and insensitivity. 

Chandal yoga:

Jupiter combined with Rahu creates chandal yoga. This yoga creates many obstacles and
hindrance in the life of native. There might be possibility of being cursed by the mentor
or guru in the past lives. The native acts immorally and perform many misdeeds.Due to
lust for excessive materialistic life the native often misuses his position and authority. 

Pitra- dosha:

This yoga formed when Rahu combined with Sun in 2nd /9th house. This yoga indicates
possibility of curses/sins/sufferings of ancestors of present/past lifes. This yoga creates
unexplained sufferings, loss of progeny, mysterious diseases, and disgrace in native's life.

Cyclic  occurrence of negative thoughts,  bad deeds and sudden unexplained events in
one's  life  indicate pitra-dosha.  Beside mental and physical problems this  yoga causes
spiritual hindrance in one's life. 

Nand yoga:
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This yoga is formed when Rahu and Saturn combined in a house. Rahu is the friend of
the deprived. This yoga induces contradiction and frustration in the personality. 

It denotes excessive rigidity and orthodoxy of the native. Under pressure of the karmic
bondage of this yoga, one is forced to take major risks in a conservative and punitive
environment. 

Inconsistency, indecision and frustration are caused by this yoga. The native have to face
constant betrayal and fraud. 

Jadattva yoga:

Rahu combined with Mercury. Native has to face many economic and social problems in
life. His common sense and intelligence get impaired.

This yoga induces weak memory and neurosis problems in the native.

The native has traits of lying; harmful intent and trickery. He may have quality of quick
thinking and communication skills.
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